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EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY

If we look at structured cabling system markets today we will find a 
number of categories being used and offered by vendors. Although 
Category 5 products are no longer available for sale there are still 
customers using it in their premises. Category 5e, which has officially 
superseded Cat 5, is a commodity product all over the world including 
emerging markets. Cat 6 is often a first choice for new cabling system 
installation across most continents with C6A as the next choice. There 
are higher category products available (cat 7 and C7A) but these, due 
to high cost, accounts for only a small percent of total sales. Category 8 
Structured cabling systems are currently in development.

As mentioned above, C6 and Cat 6A systems are the two most 
considered SCS by customers as first choice products, and the purpose 
of this document is to help businesses reach an objective decision as to 
which SCS to implement.
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“C6 was 
handicapped in that 
it was compatible 
with 10G protocol 
but with some 
limitations...”

Basic information
The Category 6 cabling standard was ratified in June 2002 and was 
allegedly a next-generation cabling system providing 2.5 times more 
bandwidth than C5e and giving a future-proof advantage to the user. In 
the early days there were no new protocols dedicated exclusively to C6 
and a 1G Base-T Ethernet could work both cat 5e and 6 without any 
limitation. In June 2006 IEEE ratified 10G Base-T protocol and as a result, 
C6 was handicapped in that it was compatible with 10G protocol but with 
some limitations. At the same time the ISO/IEC committee and ANSI/TIA 
published technical reports  providing additional guidance on Cat 6 cabling 
verification against 10G.

Table 1 shows additional information on these documents and Table 2 
identifies the length limits for categories.

ISO/IEC TR 24750 Information technology –
Assessment and mitigation of installed 
balanced cabling channels in order to 
support 10GBASE-T

 July 2007

ANSI/
TIA

TSB-155 ADDITIONAL GUIDELINES FOR 4-PAIR 
100 Ω CATEGORY 6 3 CABLING FOR 
10GBASE-T APPLICATIONS

March 
2007

Table 1. List of documents giving guidance on running 10G Base-T over C6 
cabling.  

In June 2006 IEEE 802.3 a ratified 10G Base-T protocol and following this, 
TIA TR-42 released the TIA/EIA-568-B.2-10 standard in February 2008 for 
Augmented Category 6 (C6A). 

Channel 
length

U/UTP C6 F/UTP C6
U/FTP C6

below 37m will work will work

37 to 55m may work – must be verified with field tester will work

over 55m may work but require mitigation will work
  
Table 2. Length limitation based on TSB-155. 

Mitigation techniques help to reduce Alien NEXT (Alien Near End Crosstalk 
is an unwanted disturbing signal coupling from one balanced twisted-pair 
component, channel or permanent link to another. The term “Alien” is used 
because unlike pair to pair crosstalk, alien crosstalk is a disturbing noise 
source that originates from outside the affected link’s cable and 
components) in unshielded C6 cabling installations. TSB-155 and TR 
24750 provide guidance on how to rework existing installation so Alien 
NEXT is reduced and meets 10G requirements. 
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“C6A category 
cabling is dedicated 
for 10G Base-T 
applications.”

A summary of these techniques is given below:

 n Utilise nonadjacent patch panels positions (patch panel adjacency 
should also be checked at the rear of the patch panel)

 n Separate the equipment cords.
 n Unbundle the horizontal cables. Neat cable bundles increase Alien 

NEXT between cables!
 n The number of disturbed channels for testing should be determined 

with use of statistical sampling techniques based upon the intended 
confidence level.

 n An alternative method to equipment cords separation is use of  
Shielded Patch Cords category 6 or 6A.

 n Reconfigure the cross-connect configuration to interconnect.
 n Replace connectors with cat 6A connectors.
 n Reinstall the horizontal cable with cat 6A cable.

 
C6A category cabling is dedicated for 10G Base-T applications and can 
work up to 100m without any limitations. Additionally, it provides clear 
instruction on how Alien Next should be measured and the advantage of 
shielded cabling over unshielded.   

Nowadays most customers investing in a structured cabling system 
consider either the UTP C6 cost advantage solution that is the proven 
medium for 1G and 10G with some limitations or a C6A shielded system 
that can handle 10G up to 100m and eliminate Alien NEXT through its 
screen (earthed metal separator in each cable protecting against EMC 
emission). 

What are the requirements of temporary cabling? What will the 
future bring?
It is not easy to make a decision about the cabling system considering it 
is a substantial component of business CAPEX and usually operate for a 
number of years. Below is a list of questions which should help to define 
the cabling system of choice.

1. Where will the cabling system be installed?  
The most important factor is to determine the purpose of the system. Will 
this be installed in modern a Data Centre, the headquarters of “Top500” 
company, a small enterprise or a standalone office? 

Additionally, consider the scale of the system, its complexity 
(interconnect vs. Cross-connect) and environment conditions which all 
define the type of cabling, its category, type (shielded/unshielded) and 
topology.  

2. What is the expected network speed?
Understanding the speed demands of the network is paramount; what 
applications are likely to run across it? If this is a general work office 
(e-mails, internet, intranet), 100Mbps should be enough. If this is a 
company working with graphics files, using databases or publishing large 
files on the internet, probably 1000Mbps=1Gbps should be chosen. If this 
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“The average length 
of horizontal cables 
varies depending on 
the installation.”

is a Data Centre or printing house sending across huge graphic files, then 
10G would be more efficient.  

Graph 1. Adoption rates of network speed in the Server sector (Source 
Dell’Oro Group Ethernet Switch July 2012 Forecast).

Graph 1 shows adaption rates for Servers prepared by Dell’Oro Group. The 
speed of the server increases in conjunction with the speed of the 
network. 10G protocol is on the offensive. If 10G servers are already in 
place, or an upgrade is imminent, then a shielded C6A category cabling 
solution/system is the better solution as it support 10G protocol up to 
100m and eliminate all issues with Alien NEXT.

3. What is the average length of horizontal cables in the 
installation?
The average length of horizontal cables varies depending on the 
installation. Links are often shorter in Data Centres, middle length in 
Financial Institutions and Offices and quite long in Hospitals and Airports 
for example. Table 3 shows rough estimates of average horizontal 
cabling length for different business premises.

Business type Average length of horizontal cable

Data Centres 30-40m

Financial institutions 40m

Offices 40-50m
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“Virtualization is 
a trend that has 
experienced rapid 
growth in recent 
years.”

Hospitals 60-65m

Airports 70-80m

Industrial premises 85m
 

Table 3. Average length of horizontal cable per business type.

Table 4 provides statistical information on the average horizontal cable 
length for Data Centres serving different market sectors, whereby 99.3%  
of all links are shorter than 55m. Which is quite remarkable considering 
that category 6 UTP can handle 10G up to 55m.

Table 4 identifies Statistical information on cable run lengths in a Data 
Centre. Data sourced from Ethernet Alliance report “10GBASE-T: 10 
Gigabit Ethernet over Twisted-pair Copper Version 1.0 August 2007”

4. Am I interested in virtualization?
Virtualization is a trend that has experienced rapid growth in recent years. 
To summarise, virtualization comprises multiple ‘virtual’ servers running 
across an actual ‘physical’ server. These virtual servers are treated by 
users and application as if they are “real” servers with all the same 
features and benefits. Thanks to this, companies can reduce the cost of 
the IT infrastructure and fully utilise the active equipment. The average 
use of a classic server is around 15-20% per year, use of servers with 
multiple virtual machines reach usage level of 95% per year - real saving 
to IT managers. Together, with better usage of equipment, we face a high 
demand on input/output (I/O) operations and that affects Network 
Interface Card and cabling. Suppose we have a server with an office 
application, which is usually accessed by 100 employees daily. If this 
application is moved onto a virtual server, one physical machine that can 
host up to 15 virtual servers (machines with Intel® Xeon® processor can 
handle this ), and each server is devoted to one application, that give us 
15 application on a single machine. The NIC (Network Interface Card) or 
dual NIC must cope with all of this traffic and so to must the cabling.
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“It has been 
estimated that the 
volume of web traffic 
will experience a 
fifty-fold increase by 
the year 2015.”

If vitalization is an option for your cabling system, then please choose 
high-performance shielded C6A cabling as it supports 10G Ethernet 
protocol up to 100m and remove any issue with Alien NEXT by use of 
shielding.        

5. Do I need to be web 2.0 ready?
It has been estimated that the volume of web traffic will experience a 
fifty-fold increase by the year 2015.  What is driving this traffic? 
Universality, popularity of the Internet as a medium for contact with 
friends (photos & videos placed on portals, YouTube) and for work 
purposes (teleconferences). The demand has also increased for better 
transmission quality up to HD (High Definition), with eight hours of video 
now being loaded onto YouTube® every minute. In order to be ready for 
this amount of data and video & audio streams, the transportation 
medium must be of the highest quality and performance. 10G is an 
ultimate transportation protocol and shielded cat 6A is ultimate cabling as 
it was created for 10G Ethernet protocol.  

 

Graph 2. Major stages for 10GbE Server Networking Mainstream 
Adoption – sourced from Crehan Research report. 
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“Network 
convergence is a 
strong trend, mostly 
in Data centre 
networks.”

5. Am I interested in IP network convergence?
Network convergence is a strong trend, mostly in Data centre networks. 
Traditional Storage Area Networks (SANs) run on a dedicated network. As 
these systems grow, so too does the cost of deployment and 
maintenance of this network which becomes visible in OPEX budget. 

There are a number of dedicated protocols for storage: 

 n iSCSI (Internet Small Computer System Interface) - SAN application
 n FCoE (Fibre Channel over Ethernet) - SAN application
 n NFS (Network File System) for Network Attached Storage
 n SMB (Server Message Block) for Network Attached Storage
 n CDMI (Cloud Data Management Interface cloud) – new protocol for 

cloud

Graph 3. Worldwide Disk Storage System Shipment – source Quarterly 
Disk Storage Systems Trackers – 2012 Q1, IDC June2012.

In order to simplify the network and reduce cost, storage equipment 
networks can a be part of a traditional LAN system and work under 
standard Ethernet protocols. While 1G Ethernet protocol was capable of 
supporting iSCSI, it was not capable of supporting FCoE that gain in 
popularity. Only 10G Ethernet is robust enough to deliver FCoE and 
shielded C6A systems are the best medium for it.
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“It has been proven 
that the use of PoE 
over structured 
cabling causes the 
cable bundles to 
heat.”

6. “Simplicity of network – one cable in place of ten” – is this my 
choice?
Increases of speed from 1Gb to 10Gb have a positive influence on 
cabling. It reduces the amount of network equipment (servers, storage 
devices) and following this, the amount of cables, patch cords, adapters 
and switch ports to support the same I/O requirements. This reduction in 
equipment translates into less power and cooling requirements, as well as 
lowering the overall cost of the network. 

7. Am I interested in PoE (Power over Ethernet)?
Power over Ethernet gains popularity every day. Currently there are two 
specifications issued by IEEE: IEEE 802.3af-2003 – PoE and IEEE 82.3at-
2009 - PoE+. Short characteristic of both standards is given in table 5. 

PoE PoE+

IEEE standard IEEE 802.3af-2003 IEEE 802.3at-2009

Minimum cabling 
category

Cat.3/Class C Cat. 5/ Class D DC lool res. 
<25Ω

Maximum power 
available to the PD

13W 25.5W

Maximum power at 
the PSE output

15.4W 30W

Allowed PSE output 
voltage

44-57VDC 50-57VDC

Nominal PSE output 
voltage

48VDC 53VDC

Maximum DC cable 
current

350mA per pair 600mA per pair

Maximum ambient 
operation
temperature

60°C 50°C

Installation 
constraints

None Maximum 5kW delivered 
power per cable bundle

Table 5. Overview of Poe and PoE+ specifications.

It has been proven that the use of PoE over structured cabling causes the 
cable bundles to heat. This Increase in temperature has a negative 
influence on electrical performance (insertion loss). 

To counter this, cable with a thicker diameter should be used, such as cat 
6 23AWG (0.57mm) cable rather than C5e 24AWG (0.51mm) cable. The 
larger diameter helps with heat dissipation in that a shielded, thicker 
cable with 23AWG wires (Cat 6A cable) dissipates much more energy than 
an unshielded thinner cable (C6 UTP).  
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“..a shielded cat 6A 
system would offer 
greater performance 
over a UTP cat 6 
SCS.”

This drives us to the conclusion that if considering PoE or PoE+ for your 
network, a shielded cat 6A system would offer greater performance over a 
UTP cat 6 SCS.

Cost comparison
In order to make the right decision potential buyers must compare 
features of the product with its cost. Let’s do the same for UTP cat 6 and 
F/UTP C6A cabling systems. Table 6 shows the cost of a 50m link which 
comprises: 50m of cable, 1/24 of Patch Panel, 1 jack, 1m Patch Cord as an 
Equipment Cord and a 2m Patch cord used as Work Area Cord.

Link 5e U/UTP 6 U/UTP 6A U/FTP

50m of cable  $20,40  $31,22  $45,94 

1/24 of patch 
panel

 $6,85  $8,71  $16,23 

Module (jack)  $7,63  $8,15  $14,84 

1m Patch Cord  $2,21  $2,95  $5,02 

2m Patch Cords  $3,02  $3,96  $6,74 

Total  $40,11  $54,99  $88,78

Table 6. Cost comparison of UTP cat. 6 and U/FTP cat 6A 50m link.

5e vs 6 UTP 6 UTP vs 6A FTP

37% 38%

Table 7. Cost comparison in %.

As shown in table 7, the cat 6 link is 37% more expensive than C5e. C6A is 
38% more expensive than C6. Table 8 shows basic feature 
comparisons for all three categories. 

Link 5e UTP 6 UTP 6A FTP

Bandwidth  100MHz  250MHz  500MHz 

Bit Rate 1Gbps 1Gbps/ 
10Gbps (with 
length limitations)

1Gbps/10Gbps

Protocol 1GBase-T 1G/10GBase-T 1G/10GBase-T

1GBase-T max 
distance

 100m  100m  100m

10GBase-T 
max distance

- Unshielded 
below 37m - yes
37>L<55m - may work
above 55m - may work 
but require mitigation
Shielded -100m

100m
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“Although a Shielded 
cat 6A system is 
the most expensive 
solution, it also offer 
the most in terms of 
features.”

Alien NEXT 
testing 
required

- Yes  No 
(due to 
shielding)

PoE PoE 
IEEE 802.3af-
2003

PoE+
IEEE 802.3at-2009

PoE+
IEEE 802.3at-
2009 

Price per 50m 
link

40,11 USD 54,99 USD 88,78 USD

Table 8. Comparison of features for cat 5e, cat 6 and cat 6A.

Although a shielded cat 6A system is the most expensive solution, it also 
offer the most in terms of features. Cat 6 U/UTP is at the middle of the 
range and is capable of carrying 10G, but with limitations. Alien NEXT 
must be tested and in some cases mitigation is required. A Cat 5e U/UTP 
system can handle up to 1G only and is not recommended for PoE 
applications. 

What type of cabling shall I go for?
After serious consideration of all the questions asked previously regarding 
the requirements of temporary cabling and then allocating budget for a 
passive infrastructure, we can make an informed decision about cabling.

Tables 9 to 12 show the optimal choices for small businesses, medium 
enterprises, Top 500 companies and Data Centres, taking into account 
current and future needs. 

Where will the cabling 
system be installed? 

small office

What is the expected 
network speed?

1G 10G

What is the average length 
of horizontal cables in the 
installation?

below 
55m

above 
55m

below 
55m

above 
55m

Am I interested in 
virtualization?

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Do I want to be web 2.0  
ready?

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Am I interested in IP 
network convergence?

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

“Simplicity of network – one 
cable in place of ten” – is 
this my choice?

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Am I interested in PoE 
(Power over Ethernet)?

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No
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Legend Cat. 6A U/FTP Cat. 6U/UTP Cat. 5e U/UTP
  
Table. 9 Optimal Structured Cabling Systems for a small office taking 
account of current and future needs.

Where will the cabling 
system be installed? 

Small enterprise

What is the expected 
network speed?

1G 10G

What is the average length 
of horizontal cables in the 
installation?

below 
55m

above 
55m

below 
55m

above 
55m

Am I interested in 
virtualization?

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Do I want to be web 2.0  
ready?

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Am I interested in IP 
network convergence?

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

“Simplicity of network – one 
cable in place of ten” – is 
this my choice?

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Am I interested in PoE 
(Power over Ethernet)?

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Legend Cat. 6A U/FTP Cat. 6U/UTP Cat. 5e U/UTP

Table. 10 Optimal Structured Cabling Systems for a small enterprise taking 
account of current and future needs.

Where will the cabling 
system be installed? 

“Top 500” company

What is the expected 
network speed?

1G 10G

What is the average length 
of horizontal cables in the 
installation?

below 
55m

above 
55m

below 
55m

above 
55m

Am I interested in 
virtualization?

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Do I want to be web 2.0  
ready?

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Am I interested in IP 
network convergence?

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No
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Call out text in 
bitstream oblique 
white

(try to have at least 1 
every page)

“Simplicity of network – one 
cable in place of ten” – is 
this my choice?

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Am I interested in PoE 
(Power over Ethernet)?

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Legend Cat. 6A U/FTP Cat. 6U/UTP
 
Table 11 Optimal Structured Cabling Systems for a Top 500 company 
taking account of current and future needs.

Where will the cabling 
system be installed? 

Data Centre

What is the expected 
network speed?

1G 10G

What is the average length 
of horizontal cables in the 
installation?

below 
55m

above 
55m

below 
55m

above 
55m

Am I interested in 
virtualization?

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Do I want to be web 2.0  
ready?

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Am I interested in IP 
network convergence?

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

“Simplicity of network – one 
cable in place of ten” – is 
this my choice?

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Am I interested in PoE 
(Power over Ethernet)?

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Legend Cat. 6A U/FTP Cat. 6U/UTP
  
Table. 12 Optimal Structured Cabling Systems for a Data centre taking 
account of current and future needs.

10Gigabit Ethernet media options
10G Ethernet protocol was ratified by IEEE in 2006. Since then, active
equipment vendors started to produce and deliver 10G equipment 
(Switches, Servers, NICs and 10G connecting cables) and cabling 
vendors developed the appropriate cabling solution. Table 13 shows 
basic information about media types available for 10G Ethernet.    

“10G Ethernet 
protocol was ratified 
by IEEE in 2006”
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Technology 
(media type)

Advantages Disadvantages Cable

10BASE-SR
(SFP+ Fiber)

• 3.2 w/port
• Latency <1µs
• 300m reach (SR)
• 10km reach (LR)
   <699USD/port

• Requires new SFP+ 
   switches
• High cost of purchase    
   and deployment
• Not compatible with 
   installed 1GBASE-T          
   switches
• Due to higher
   purchase price, 
   on-going maintenance    
   costs are higher

Multimode 
fibre

10BASE-DAC
(SFP+ 
Direct-
Attached 
Copper)

• 2.9w/port
• Latency<1µs
• <399USD/port

• Limited to 7m
• Not compatible with 
   installed 1GBASE-T 
   switches
• Requires new SFP+ 
   switches
• Can lead to 
   significant 
   oversubscription of    
   ports due to limited    
   reach

Twinax 
copper

10BASE-CX4 • 2.24w/port • Limited to 15m
• Large connector form 
   factor limits high 
   density
• Requires 10GBASE-
   CX4 switches with few    
   new products 
   available
• Not compatible with    
   existing 1GBASE-T
• Larger diameter cabling  
    is difficult to manage in  
    legacy cabinets

Twinax 
copper

10BASE-T • <399USD/port
• 9.2w/port 
   (<80m)
• 10,1w/port 
   (<80m)
• Backward 
   compatibility    
   with 1GBASE-T
• Ability to use 
   existing cabling

• Higher power than 
   SFP+
• Latency 2-4 s
• 100m reach

U/UTP 
twisted 
pair

F/UTP 
twisted 
pair
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Table 13. 10Gigabit Ethernet media options. (Table sourced from Ethernet 
Alliance report “10GBASE-T for Broad 10 Gigabit Adoption in the Data 
Centre.” with some amendments) 

Image 1. 10GBASE-SR SFP+ Fibre cable assembly and SFP+ module. 
(pictures sourced from Cisco web page.)

 

Image 2. 10GBASE-DAC SFP+ Direct Attach Copper (Twinax) cable 
assembly.
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Image 3. 10G-BASE-CX4 (Twinax) cable assembly

Image 4. Shielded DataGate Cat. 6A module.  

Image 5. Shielded Cat. 6A F/UTP cable.
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“10GBASE-T Ethernet 
protocol is gaining 
more and more in 
popularity.”

  
 

Graph 4. Statistic data of interconnects used on top500 Supercomputers. 
Data sourced from Ethernet alliance report “10GBASE-T: 10 Gigabit 
Ethernet over Twisted-pair Copper”.

Analysis of data gathered in Table 13 and Graph 4 lead to the conclusion 
that 10GBASE-T Ethernet protocol is gaining more and more in popularity. 
It can reach up to 100m distance, while the cost of cabling deployment is 
low. Latency is slightly higher than for SFP+ based options, but is still 
acceptable. The only disadvantage is energy consumption, which is much 
higher than for other options. Over time, active equipment vendors will 
continue to work to reduce this, as was the case for 1Gb products.
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CONCLUSION

Conclusion 
This document has highlighted the advantages of different cabling across 
1G and 10G protocols. There are many more criteria that must be taken 
into consideration other than speed and cost. Customers must define at 
the beginning the operational parameters of the cabling installation or go 
for the best available solution that will cover their future needs that can’t 
be determine on day of installation. Category 6 is still a very popular 
system thanks to its cost and ease of installation, however it loses 
market share year on year due to technology development. PoE, IP 
convergence, and new applications raise the bar for cabling. One day 
Cat 6 UTP will be a product for small and medium businesses while 
shielded cat 6A will dominate market of big businesses and Data 
Centres.


